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Musculoskeletal pain is the effect and/or the main cause of disability

libraLux is aimed at the COMMON CHRONIC MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN and the dysfunctions often attending such painful clinical conditions, by offering an original and patented Ultra-Low Power Laser emission to be applied on sequences of points derived from acupuncture experience.

THE TREATMENT of MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN and associated dysfunctions

➢ AGAINST CHRONIC PAIN
➢ AGAINST TRAUMATIC OR POST-SURGICAL ACUTE PAIN

LibraLux acts very quickly on pain. Instantly modifying the clinical condition and remaining stable over time, it also strengthens the effect of manual osteopathic techniques and manual therapies.

➢ AGAINST BALANCE DISORDERS

Balance disorders often result from musculoskeletal pain. By abating pain, the normal function of motor control is restored, including balance. The clinically proven effectiveness on Balance Disorders is an invaluable aid for the elderly, by reducing the risk of falls.
it is a medical device and it features:

- **Simplicity** of application
- **Rapidity** of execution
- **Immediate** benefit for the patient

By means of an extremely low frequency laser beam extremely effective bio-stimulation is produced, thanks to a particular combination (patented) of wavelength, modulation and power. The emission also includes low frequency modulation against tissue habituation.

**Simplicity**
The selections of protocols and, in sequence, all the points to be stimulated with their anatomical picture are shown on the touch screen display:

- general rebalancing treatment, indicated also for preparatory purposes in a number of painful clinical conditions
- treatment of ulcer, skin sores, scars
- specific treatment for musculoskeletal pain in different body areas and for motor or balance disorders associated with them.

**Rapidity**
The Physical features of the beam (wavelength, modulation and power) are automatically adapted as specifically needed in order to stimulate each point.

**Immediate benefits**
Musculoskeletal pain is always associated with an imbalance of the physiological state. This imbalance causes a change in the state of the Extracellular matrix that alters the interaction between the organs and tissues.

Thanks to its specific patented photonic stimulation algorithm, libralux restores the correct “respiratory” cycle of the extracellular matrix proteins.
Many clinical and lab research papers confirm the effectiveness of **LIBRALUX** also in the treatment of conditions that are secondary to pain itself:


